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fairly well in during the latter half of the downward swing,
both elbows almost grazing the body. If they are properly
attended to when the club is going up, there is much more
likelihood of their coming down all right.

The head is still kept motionless and the body pivots
easily at the waist; but when the club is half-way down, the
left hip is allowed to go forward a little-a preliminary to and
preparation for the forward movement of the body which is
soon to begin. The weight is being gradually moved back
again from the right leg to the left. At the moment of
impact both feet are equally weighted and are flat on the
ground, just as they werewhen the ball was being addressed;
indeed, the position of the body, legs, arms, head, and every
other detail is, or ought to be, exactly the same when the
ball is being struck as they were when it was addressed, and
for that reason I refer my readers again to the photograph
of the address (No. VI.) as the most correct position of
everything at the moment of striking. After the impact the
weight is thrown on to the left leg, which stiffens,while the
right toe pivots and the knee bends just as its partner did in
the earlier stage of the stroke, but perhaps to a greater
extent, since there is no longer any need for restraint.

Now pay attention to the wrists. They should be held
fairly tightly. If the club is held tightly the wrists will be
tight, and vice versd. When the wrists are tight there is
little play in them, and more is demanded of the arms.
I don't believe in the long ball coming from the wrists. In
defiance of principles which are accepted in many quarters,
I will go so far as to say that, except in putting, there is no
pure wrist shot in golf. Some players attempt to play their
short approaches with their wrists as they have been told to
do. These men are likely to remain at long handicaps for a
long time. Similarly there is a kind of superstition that the
elect among drivers get in some peculiar kind of" snap "-a
momentary forward pushing movement-with their wrists
at the time of impact, and that it is this wrist work at the
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critical period which gives the grand length to their drives,
those extra twenty or thirty yards which make the stroke
look so splendid, so uncommon, and which make the next
shot so much easier. Generally speaking, the wrists when
held firmly will take very good care of themselves; but there
is a tendency, particularly when the two-V grip is used, to
allow the right hand to take charge of affairs at the time the
ball is struck, and the result is that the right wrist, as the
swing is completed, gradually gets on to the top of the shaft
instead of remaining in its proper place. The consequence
is a pulled ball,-in fact, this is just the way in which I play
for a pull. When the fault is committed to a still greater
extent, the head of the club is suddenly turned over, and then
the ball is foundered, as we say,-that is, it is struck down-
wards, and struggles, crippled and done for, a fewyards along
the ground in front of the tee. I find that ladies are particu-
larly addicted to this very bad habit. Once again I have to
say that if the club is taken up properly there is the greater
certainty of its coming down properly, and then if you keep
both hands evenly to their work there is a great probability
of a good follow-through being properly effected.

When the ball has been struck, and the follow-through
is being accomplished, there are two rules, hitherto held
sacred, which may at last be broken. With the direction
and force of the swing your chest is naturally turned round
until it is facing the flag, and your body now abandons all
restraint, and to a certain extent throws itself, as it were,
after the ball. There is a great art in timing this body
movement exactly. If it takes place the fiftieth part of a
second too soon the stroke will be entirely ruined; if it comes
too late it will be quite ineffectual, and will only result in
making the golfer feel uneasy and as if something had gone
wrong. When made at the proper instant it adds a good
piece of distance to the drive, and that instant, as explained,
is just when the club is following through. An examination
of the photograph indicating the finish of the swing (No. IX.)



seriousness from the very beginning, and obtain the very
best advice that they can. The professionals never have a
minute to spare, and their engagement-books are constantly
filled up for three weeks in advance, so that without that
length of notice nobody stands a chance of getting a lesson
for love or money. That is the way in which the people of
America are learning to play golf, and it is the proper way.
It is slow but it is very sure; and unless I am very much
mistaken, there will in the future be other players coming
across the Atlantic to take part in our championships who
willbe as great as Travis if not greater, and if we on our
part do not forthwith begin to take our golf more seriously
it may be a sad day for us when they do come.

As I have said, American golf was only just budding
when I made my tour through the country in 1900; but
nevertheless I found that tour extremely interesting and
enjoyable, and everywhere I was given the heartiest and
most enthusiastic reception. Nobody even begrudged me
the American Championship which I brought back with me,
and nobody made any unkind criticisms of my play, or sug-
gested that I did not in any way deserve the victory. My
tour began in March and did not finish until the end of the
year, but was interrupted for a short period at the beginning
of the summer, when I made a flying trip home in order to
take part in our own Open Championship. As it happened,
the best that I could do was to finish second to Taylor, but
I may add that this result was better than I expected, con-
sidering the sudden change of golf and climate that I ex-
perienced. I had to cover several thousands of miles in
order to play the matches in which I took part in America.
Of these matches I only lost two when playing against a
single opponent, and each time it was Bernard Nicholls who
beat me, first at Ormonde and then at Brae Burn. There
was not a blade of grass on the course on which Nicholls
won his first match from me, and I leave my readers to
imagine what playing on a links consisting of nothing but



frozen knobs and pimples which greatly retard the progress
of the ball.

In wet weather it is a good thing to carry a piece of
chalk in your pocket, and to rub the face of the driver and
brassy with it each time before making a stroke. It prevents
the ball from skidding.

Unless you have a very good and special reason for doing
so, do not play in gloves. The grip is seldom so secure and
exact as when it is effected with the bare hands.





will show how my body has been thrown forward until at
this stage it is on the outward side of the B line, although
it was slightly on the other side when the ball was being
addressed. Secondly, when the ball has gone, and the arms,
following it, begin to pull, the head, which has so far been
held perfectly still, is lifted up so as to give freedom to the
swing, and incidentally it allows the eyes to follow the flight
of the ball.

I like to see the arms finish well up with the hands level
with the head. This generally means a properly hit ball
and a good. follow-through. At the finish of the stroke the
arms should be as nearly as possible level with each other.
At the top of the swing the right arm was noticeably above
the left, but now the former has fallen somewhat. The
photograph (No. IX.) indicates that the right arm is some
way below the level of the shaft of the club, whereas it will
be remembered that on the upward swing it was just level
with it. Notice also the position of the wrists at the finish
of the stroke.

Having thus indicated at such great length the many
points which go to the making of a good drive, a long one
and a straight one, yet abounding with ease and grace, allow
me to show how some of the commonest faults are caused by
departures from the rules for driving. Take the sliced ball,
as being the trouble from which the player most frequently
suffers, and which upon occasion will exasperate him beyond
measure. When a golfer is slicing badly almost every time,
it is frequently difficult for him to discover immediately the
exact source of the trouble, for there are two or three ways
in which it comes about. The player may be standing too
near to the ball; he may be pulling in his 5Lrmstoo suddenly
as he is swinging on to it, thus drawing the club towards his
left foot; or he may be falling on to the ball at the moment
of impact. When the stance is taken too near to the ball
there is a great inducement to the arms to take a course
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